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Battle Infinity has recently revealed that Battle Infinity staking will be going live soon, and this has
sent shockwaves through the P2E e-sports community.

On Dextools, IBAT Has Recently Become Popular
Battle Infinity’s native token, IBAT, has recently been trending on Dextools because to its immense
popularity. With 16,500 BNB raised in just 25 days during the IBAT presale, the community is eager
for the project to begin.

The listing of the token on Pancakeswap was a big success, with the token’s price skyrocketing
shortly after it went live. This price increase persisted, making the token an outlier among ICOs. The
price has risen steadily since the IDO and is now up by more than 100% since it was first listed on
Pancakeswap.

The high levels of liquidity and trading volume have been cemented by the addition of new listings
like LBank and Gate.io.
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Battle Infinity Staking
With the upcoming launch of Battle Infinity’s staking programme, IBAT holders will have the chance
to earn a substantial return on their tokens.

In exchange for locking up their tokens for a set period of time, IBAT Battle Stake holders are
eligible to prizes. There will be fewer IBAT in circulation at any given time, which is positive for the
token price because it means that consumers will be more willing to invest and defer gratification
rather than trade.

There was much anticipation for the impending announcement, and the news that staking would
soon be enabled has satisfied many.

Congrats!

A few of you got it right.$IBAT staking is in preparation and is going to be live soon.

Stay tuned for more updates! https://t.co/yc4wldFukP pic.twitter.com/1fMyoRCaZF

— Battle Infinity (@IBATOFFICIAL) August 26, 2022

Staking has the most obvious impact on price because it reduces the supply of IBAT available for
sale.

 

The Price of Battle Infinity Has Increased by 22%
Despite the overall cryptocurrency market decline, the Battle Infinity price has been holding up well.
Dapp Radar found that blockchain-based games were surprisingly robust throughout the market
correction.

Many DeFi projects are highly connected because to their interoperable nature, and speculation is
rampant, both of which work against their worth.

Enjoyable and often enticing incentives to take part in play-to-earn games’ ecosystems. In addition,
there is a lot of untapped potential and growth potential in the business.

When compared to Battle Infinity, its main rivals—Dream 11 and the Mobile Premier
League—haven’t done much to advance the state of P2E gaming and surely don’t have as
comprehensive of a strategy.

There is hope for IBAT in the coming weeks and months as gamers flock to Battle Infinity.
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